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 The Woodlanders and the
 Cultivation of Realism

 MEGAN WARD

 The first half of Thomas Hardy's The Woodlanders (1887) of-
 fers a tantalizing narrative of individual development, a feature
 that has traditionally defined mid-Victorian novels. Nancy Arm-
 strong contends that in order to become a novel's protagonist, "a
 character had to harbor an acute dissatisfaction with his or her

 assigned position in the social world and feel compelled to find
 a better one.'4 According to this logic, the protagonist will suc-
 ceed if he or she is at once inherently worthy of that position and
 willing to work hard. The Woodlanders offers this very narrative
 of development through the character of Grace Melbuiy; as her
 father boasts, "[W]here you have that material, it is sure to be
 worthwhile."2 He sees Grace as an example of having a nature that
 will benefit from what the novel terms cultivation - and it seems,
 at first, that she does. The second half of the novel, however,
 dispels this idea; Grace may have the material, but it does not
 prove worthwhile. Cultivation in the novel is figured as a cycle of
 doing and undoing rather than the linear progression of earlier
 novels. Hardy's skeptical view of self-improvement contributes
 to what some critics call his departure from midcentuiy realism.

 Educated at great expense by her timber-dealer father, Grace
 returns to the remote hamlet of Little Hintock to find her child-

 hood home and her childhood love changed by her cultivation.
 She has been promised since childhood to the native woodlander
 Giles Winterborne. But at her father's insistence, she rejects Giles
 and marries Edred Fitzpiers, a doctor who is new to the area and
 from an old, esteemed family. She makes what is known as a good

 Megan Ward is assistant professor of English at Point Park University.
 This article is from her book project, "A True Self: Character Training and
 Victorian Realism."
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 866 The Woodlanders and the Cultivation of Realism

 marriage and is "proud, as a cultivated woman, to be the wife
 of a cultivated man" (p. 173). Her marriage does not, however,
 signal a resolution to the novel - indeed, it marks almost exactly
 the halfway point. Grace's unhappiness with Fitzpiers is due in
 part to her own ambivalence about where and with whom she
 belongs. For his part, Fitzpiers finds his confidence in his social
 position undermined by his tie to the woodlands through Grace.
 Their marriage falls apart: he leaves Grace for another woman,
 and Grace attempts a reconciliation with Giles. The novel leaves
 Grace and Fitzpiers reunited but with little hope for their future
 happiness as a cultivated couple.

 In keeping with contemporary notions, Hardy's cultivation is
 a practice defined by its relation to nature. Amanda Anderson
 and David Wayne Thomas have shown that cultivation at the
 end of the nineteenth century was predicated on a liberal sub-
 jecthood that participated in what Anderson labels "self-critical
 practice."3 This practice is a modern notion of subject formation
 conceived in opposition to an earlier, "lost, prereflective unity."4
 Contemporary notions of cultivation, then, depend upon a nature
 that comes first, that is "lost" and "prereflective," a rural idyll
 that has been cultivated out of existence, for better or for worse.
 Hardy's novels, with their scenes of harvests, cider making, and
 local festivals, were popular for just such nostalgic descriptions
 of a lost way of life.

 But if we look beyond these scenes, Hardy's work actually
 denies this nostalgic, unified sense of nature. Cultivation in The
 Woodlanders declares the misguidedness of believing in an origi-
 nary nature that could ever truly be distinguished from culture.5
 As Peter J. Casagrande has pointed out, "[A]ll of Grace's returns
 to nature - major and minor - turn out to be head-on collisions
 with culture."6 There is no originary nature to which to return;
 even the woods of Hintock are cultivated. Yet, this understand-

 ing of Hardy's relationship to nature differs from the substantive
 criticad tradition of seeing Hardy as lamenting a lost world of
 natural unity. Mary Jacobus helped establish The Woodlanders
 in particular as an "elegy" for the "death of organicism."7 While
 working on The Woodlanders , however, Hardy claimed in his jour-
 nal that "nature is an arch-dissembler," and the novel bears this
 claim out.8 The woodlands of the novel's title are not forests but

 "plantations," cultivated for their timber (p. 51). The supposedly
 native chestnut tree is actually a transplanted tree, cultivated
 by Britons for centuries but brought to Great Britain originally
 by the Romans.9 It is difficult or even impossible, the novel sug-
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 gests, to make a meaningful distinction between cultivation and
 nature, not because cultivation seems natural, but because of
 the reverse: nature is almost always cultivated.

 The Woodlanders* s skeptical depiction of cultivation, this es-
 say contends, ultimately arises not from the novel's ambivalence
 about culture but from its ambivalence about nature. Grace's

 cultivation is described as being "mentally trained and tilled
 into foreignness of view, as compared with her youthful time"
 (p. 108). Note that the digging, shaping, and planting of cultivation
 results in a new crop, another version of nature that is actually
 the result of cultivation. The individual is enmeshed in a culture

 that values improvement while expecting it to seem natural. For
 Hardy, an originary sense of nature and its improvement con-
 tribute to a false belief that we can actually distinguish nature
 from culture. The cultivated "foreignness of view" becomes the
 new nature - unless, of course, it is not tended properly, in which
 case it may revert to an earlier state, as happens to Grace. This
 is cultivation's ceaseless cycle of doing and undoing, and Hardy
 contends that this cycle - rather than linear development - is the
 modern narrative of development.

 Understanding Hardy's departure from the traditional linear
 narrative of development means reconceptualizing Hardy's place
 in the tradition of realism. The Woodlanders makes a particularly
 useful sample because it both offers and revokes linear develop-
 ment through the character of Grace. She has what James Bu-
 zard has called "insider's outsideness ," the combination of being
 "outside" a particular culture enough to see its "shape" but still
 connected with a "particular inside."10 Buzard has characterized
 this particularity as one of the key elements of midcentury real-
 ism. But as Grace's difference erodes, her " insider's outsideness "

 erodes as well. As this happens, the novel questions the assump-
 tions implicit in that outside: the possibility of cultivation and
 of its initial, essential distinction from nature. Thus, Hardy's
 realism departs from the midcentury novel, which depicts the
 immaterial real through surface conventions and anticipates the
 "reality effect" that ethnography derives from material details.11
 The Woodlanders not only erodes Grace's " insider's outsideness "
 but also, with it, the "reality effect" traditional to the nineteenth-
 century novel.

 This essay seeks to show that in moving away from midcen-
 tury realism, Hardy does not depart from it entirely but instead
 seeks to execute a realism with a different understanding of the
 relationship between surface and immaterial real. Rather than
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 868 The Woodlanders and the Cultivation of Realism

 depicting the immateriell real through surfaces, The Woodlanders
 shows us their essential separation through the doing-undoing
 of cultivation. Realism, then, means gesturing toward both the
 material and the immaterial, as when the narrator postulates
 that "the real [could] have been beheld instead of the corporeal
 merely" (p. 163). This quotation is often cited as evidence of what
 Ruth Bernard Yeazell calls Hardy's "rejection of realism."12 1 prefer
 George Levine's characterization of Hardy as "realism's continu-
 ator and adversary."13 This contradictory relationship captures
 The Woodlanders' s contribution to the tradition of realism: the

 novel uses the relationship between nature and cultivation to
 continue realism but also to challenge it. Nature, rather than
 being the immaterial real, is simply another surface to be made
 and unmade in the pages of the novel. As such, it always reminds
 us of the gulf between material nature and its cultivation on the
 one hand, and the immaterial real on the other.

 To do this, realism must expose cultivation's role in separat-
 ing and sanctifying nature, both human nature and the naturali
 world. Hardy contends that nature is not, and probably never has
 been, more real than its cultivation. In order to write the real, The
 Woodlanders suggests, the modern novel must show an individual
 who is - and who fails at being - cultivated. Nature for Hardy is
 always cultivated, and in that cultivation's inevitable failure reside
 the techniques of his end-of-century realism. By making a world
 of surfaces and then undoing it, Hardy's realism demystifies the
 naturalizing power of cultivation.

 NATURE

 At once nature and culture, cultivation is a double formation
 that The Woodlanders uses to signify the problems posed to mod-
 ern selfhood: cultivation is at once self-practice and гш erasure of
 self. 14 Rather than being solely a process of self-improvement, an
 active training of the self, cultivation - especially for Grace - more
 often marks a loss of agency, гш uncertainty about her identity.
 Cultivation suggests a narrative of individual self-fashioning,
 what the woodlander Robert Creedle refers to as Grace's "mon-

 strous high" schooling (p. 79). But cultivation is never only self-
 evaluation; it requires ein audience. Heirdy demonstrates that the
 most intimate, unmediated bodily practices are always performed,
 watched, and interpreted according to prevailing socied codes.

 The differences between Grace and the woodlanders are, in-
 deed, the primaiy measure of her cultivation. When, at the begin-
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 ning of the novel, Grace returns from her "fashionable school,"
 her father, Mr. Melbuiy, worries: "We, living here alone, don't
 notice how the whitey-brown creeps out of the earth over us; but
 she, fresh from a city - why, shell notice everything!" (p. 32). The
 woodlanders are made out to be visually inseparable from the
 "whitey-brown" earth that is their livelihood, an inseparability that
 is noticeable only with difference. Melbuiy reassures himself and
 Giles that Grace's difference will only be "just at first," but that
 instability proves to be the crux of Melbury's angst about Grace
 and the novel's consideration of cultivation in general (p. 33).
 Although her education has, indeed, changed her perception of
 life at Hintock, that change is reversible. However differently she
 perceives the woodlands now, that difference is only the differ-
 ence of a moment. It is neither her nature nor a new, sustainable
 culture. Cultivation is always haunted by its own reversion. Never
 simply a matter of reverting back to an originary nature, though,
 cultivation's reversion provides yet another version of the self.
 Once cultivated, nature can never be uncultivated.

 The uncertainties of the narrative of cultivation, the novel sug-
 gests, derive from its ambivalent relationship to labor. Raymond
 Williams has described how, in the seventeenth century, "the
 tending of natural growth was extended to a process of human
 development."15 From that process, then, "culture" was further
 extended in the nineteenth century to mean "a particular way of
 life, whether of a people, a period, a group, or humanity in gen-
 eral."16 The Woodlanders often reads as an attempt to capture this
 kind of culture by recording practices, as when Marty hews spars
 by hand, a practice already almost obsolete by the time that the
 novel is published.17 This kind of culture, though, means being
 uncultivated. The novel shows how, in order to seem cultivated,

 the modern individual must detach from the very forms of culture
 considered most in touch with nature.

 In order to expose the absurdity of this formulation, The
 Woodlanders draws attention to the ways that cultivation is also
 always the product of labor. Melbury labors to purchase Grace's
 cultivation, and his body carries inescapable reminders of this
 labor, reading much like a topography of work: "He knew the origin
 of every one of these cramps; that in his left shoulder had come
 of carrying a pollard, unassisted, from Tutcombe Bottom home;
 that in one leg was caused by the crash of an elm against it when
 they were felling; that in the other was from lifting a bole" (p. 31).
 Grace, in her cultivated state, may never bear that topography,
 but her cultivation is impossible without it.
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 The labor invoked in The Woodlanders is not only agricultural
 but also unexpectedly industrial. Both the anthropological mean-
 ing of culture and the Arnoldian sense ("the best that has been
 thought and known in the world") position themselves in oppo-
 sition to industrial production and what Matthew Arnold labels
 "our worship of machinery/48 Yet The Woodlanders emphasizes
 that the repetitive labor of agriculture is akin to the repetitive
 labor of the factory: "Copse-work, as it was called, being an oc-
 cupation which the secondary intelligence of the hands and arms
 could carry on without requiring the sovereign attention of the
 head, the minds of its professors wandered considerably from
 the objects before thenT (p. 26). Multiple references to Grace's
 "training" unite her cultivation with these other kinds of repeti-
 tive labor - with the crucial difference that she is both worker and

 product, mindless laborer and one who is labored upon. Melbury
 is "self-made" both through his cultivation of timber and, later,
 through Grace's cultivation (p. 31). The second form of cultivation
 is made possible by the first.

 As hard as the novel works to tie cultivation back to labor,
 though, to show how cultivation can be worked toward and pur-
 chased, it also insists on the contradictory position that cultivation
 is separate from wealth. When they return from their honeymoon,
 Grace and Fitzpiers move into the Melbury home, "one wing of
 which was quite at their service, being almost disused by the
 Melbury s" (p. 180). Melbury has the wing scrupulously refinished
 in their absence: "To make it all complete, a ground-floor room
 had been fitted up as a surgery, with an independent outer door
 to which Fitzpiers's brass plate was screwed" (p. 180). Melbury's
 wealth pays for Grace and Fitzpiers's cultivated status, but they
 must be "independent" to claim that cultivation. This wing of the
 house, however, can never be "independent" or "complete" because
 it will always be attached to the rest of the house, a hybrid of new
 and old, professional and laboring class, cultivated and rough.
 The marriage of Grace to Fitzpiers is not merely one of marrying
 up, of cultivation paying off; Fitzpiers's flagging practice needs
 Melbury's financial support. We are reminded that cultivation
 needs wealth and labor, but its success depends on seeming to
 be separate from them.

 By detailing the ways that cultivation is a product of agri-
 cultural and industriad labor, Hardy reveals the expectation that
 cultivation is entirely separate from nature. Instead, the novel
 suggests, we merely expect successful cultivation to seem natural,
 to hide its connections to culture. Thus, Melbury and Fitzpiers
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 turn to Grace's bodily expression for authenticating evidence of
 her cultivation. Fitzpiers reassures himself that Grace is "refined
 and educated into something quite different" from a Hintock na-
 tive (p. 179). That he says this "self-assuringly" suggests that it
 is not Grace who questions or even cares about the permanence
 of her new "ideas, tastes, and habits," but rather Fitzpiers who
 defines these as "refined" and wants desperately to believe that
 they are fundamental, rather than extraneous, to Grace's identity
 (p. 179). Conversely, Melbuiy fears "her white hands getting red-
 der every day, and her tongue losing its pretty up-countiy curl
 in talking and her bounding walk becoming the regular Hintock
 shail-and-wamble" (p. 80). He sees these qualities as endangered
 and hunts for evidence of their preservation.
 Indeed, Melbury, the uncultivated but "self-made" man who

 raises a cultivated daughter, embodies every false expectation
 about cultivation that the novel deflates, precisely because he
 has labored, paid for, and watched the disintegration of Grace's
 cultivation. When a hunter speaks rudely to Grace and her fa-
 ther, it is Melbuiy who is horrified that someone could speak so
 to Grace, "so well read and cultivated" (p. 85). Although Grace's
 educational accomplishments are foregrounded here, his next
 sentence establishes the economic reality underpinning those
 accomplishments: "Hasn't it cost me near a hundred a year to lift
 you out of all that, so as to show an example to the neighborhood
 of what a woman can be?" (p. 85). By naming the cost of Grace's
 education, he advertises his own wealth and his concurrent

 awareness that this money has not changed his own status. He
 does not feel entitled to be overtly offended at "the epithet applied
 to himself," but he does feel justified in channeling his offense
 through Grace and her questionable progress to "an example to
 the neighborhood of what a woman can be." Yet it is not the lack
 of recognition of Grace's reading and cultivation that stings, but
 rather the realization that his investment has not paid off, and his
 wealth is not recognized either in its original form or its progeny.
 Cultivation, in this moment, has failed to seem natural.

 Grace's cultivation is questioned because it is unstable, yet
 others turn to her unstable bodily expression for proof of her
 cultivation. Hardy undercuts the narrative of cultivation by
 showing how it derives its force from an understanding of nature
 and culture that is once paradoxical and self-reflexive. Melbury,
 unable to bear that Grace has been insulted by the hunter, jus-
 tifies, "Twas because I was in your company. If a blackcoated
 squire or a pa'son had been walking with you instead of me he
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 wouldn't have spoken so" (p. 85). In attempting to bolster Grace's
 improved status, Melbury only conjectures about Grace's com-
 panion, rather than Grace herself. Neither subject nor object,
 Grace disappears from Melbury's imagined genteel scenario. She
 registers as neither embarrassingly native nor noticeably foreign,
 neither coarse nor genteel. Instead, she registers only the status
 of her companion. Thus, Melbury makes the decision on her
 behalf to reject Giles, as Giles will never give her the status that
 a "blackcoated squire or pa'son" would. In measuring Grace's
 status through her companion's, Melbuiy attempts to erase his
 and Grace's labor in purchasing and effecting her cultivation. In
 the desire to achieve what Pierre Bourdieu has described as the

 "ease" of those genteelly born, Melbury tries to erase the "labour of
 deculturation, correction and retraining," a project that Bourdieu
 sees as nearly impossible.19 Indeed, Melbury must erase Grace
 entirely to erase that labor. He imaginatively replaces her with an
 already cultivated husband, someone with Bourdieu's "ease." The
 novel demonstrates the impossibility of ever successfully sepa-
 rating nature from cultivation in a world that expects successful
 cultivation to look very much like the nature from which it came.

 CULTIVATION

 By lodging the changes of improvement in the body, the novel
 suggests that while the "roughness of a life" with Giles may be
 hard for Grace to bear, refinement means a kind of loss as well,
 a wearing away of the body (p. 89). When Giles hosts a party to
 court Grace, for example, her dress is marred after a servant "in
 his zeal to make things look bright, had smeared the chairs with
 some greasy furniture-polish, and refrained from rubbing it dry
 in order not to diminish the mirror -like effect that the mixture

 produced as laid on" (p. 73). Because the greasy polish is never
 rubbed in, it comes off on Grace's dress and adds to the feeling
 of the inescapable materiality of Giles and Grace's difference. Her
 efforts to reassure him (it was "not a new" dress) only highlight
 their differences (p. 73). These metaphors are what place Hardy
 in, as William A. Cohen has argued, "a tradition of understand-
 ing human subjectivity as material."20 Thus Hardy contrasts the
 "advanced and refined" Grace with Giles's "exterior roughness"
 (pp. 33 and 219). "Polish" here can be read as both material event
 and metaphor: the unfortunate stain as evidence of Giles's lack
 of finesse.
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 Yet this reading is no more stable than the "mirror-like effect"
 that the furniture polish initially has. Cultivation can separate
 Grace and Giles, but that separation is never permanent because
 the effects of cultivation are never permanent. The furniture polish
 does not actually leave the desired glossy finish; it ends up merely
 greasy. Human subjectivity for Hardy is inescapably material, but
 the material always changes. Materiality here indicates only the
 first stage of the process of doing and undoing that characterizes
 Hardy's cultivation. The OED's definition of polish, "to bring to
 a finish or complete state," suggests that the furniture's greasy
 state undercuts the very goal of polish.21 The finished state is
 an illusion. The false hope of telos offered by the idea of polish
 is also carried out in nineteenth-century women's education, as
 the name "finishing school" suggests. Indeed, Grace eventually
 comes to long for the "unvarnished" Giles and finds that he "no
 longer offended her acquired tastes" (p. 219). In her moments
 of longing for Giles, Grace's cultivation becomes extrinsic to her
 essential self. Giles's "want of so-called culture" and his "rough-
 ness" become markers of his purity and essential unchanged
 goodness (p. 219).

 The novel shores up this metaphor by pairing the furniture
 polish incident with Melbuiy's categorization of Grace as a "gem
 he had been at such pains in mounting" (p. 84). He wants the
 Grace who returns to Hintock to be finished, polished, a gem he
 is loath to "sacrifice" as if her polished state is static (p. 84). In-
 deed, he wants explicitly to "preserve her on her elevated plane"
 (p. 84). Melbury's idea of Grace as a gem highlights the false sense
 of completeness in self-fashioning. Even as he imagines her thus,
 he simultaneously observes that "the homeliness of Hintock life
 was fast becoming effaced from her observation as a singularity"
 (p. 84). Polish is achieved by rubbing, but it is also something
 that can be rubbed off. Polishing and effacing are two processes
 that are opposed perceptually - polish adds while effacing de-
 tracts - but they are revealed as opposite sides of the same coin.

 Class positions feel entrenched, like the feel of the greasy pol-
 ish, but that feeling is ephemeral, prone to break down or rub off
 like all of Hardy's nature; the friction of regular life effaces any-
 thing that stands out. Grace's fortune is told with playing cards
 picturing "kings and queens [that] wore a decayed expression of
 feature" (p. 75). Hardy's interest in old families resides in their
 degeneration (Fitzpiers in The Woodlanders , Alec d'Urberville in
 Tess of the d'Urbervilles ), the ways that their lineage is expressed
 and changed through time. The playing cards at Giles's party
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 point to the decay of any queenliness that Grace attains, the
 way that time, in the form of players' fingers, will always efface.
 Despite the differences wrought by Grace's cultivation, the novel
 simultaneously reminds us that effacement is always on the other
 side of polish. Any attempts at individual change are temporary,
 as likely to polish up as to rub off.

 The circular logic of personal fulfillment is echoed in the narra-
 tive's form. Based on the seasonal cycle, it comprises other loops,
 repetitions, and doublings that confound any notion of linearity
 and add a formal element of return.22 The novel works over and

 over at the same territory , adding in variations but never explicitly
 moving forward. Figures are lined up in patterns, as when Fitzpi-
 ers watches Suke Damson, Marty South, and Grace go through
 the newly painted gate or when Grace is confronted with her
 "fellow- women," Felice Charmond and Suke, when Fitzpiers is in
 danger (pp. 1 10-3, 262). They are differentiated, but only to sug-
 gest that they are always just different versions of one another, not
 individuals who are capable of individual agency for change. The
 narrator makes these duplications most specific when Fitzpiers
 attends Giles's deathbed. Twice in this scene, we are told that

 the "spectacle" of Grace at Giles's deathbed is "the counterpart
 of one that had had its run many months before, in which [Fitz-
 piers] had figured as the patient, and the woman had been Felice
 Charmond" (pp. 319-20). The previous scene is "almost similar
 in its mechanical parts," suggesting that any novelistic action is
 only the assemblage of concrete elements that can be arranged in
 different patterns - a point emphasized by the alliteration of the
 pairings, Felice and Fitzpiers, Grace and Giles (p. 314).

 Admittedly, these scenes are "infinite in spiritual difference";
 Grace and Giles's bedside scene is more tender and more tragic
 than Felice and Fitzpiers's mutual attempts to stave off ennui
 (p. 315). The scenes' similarity in outline and position, however,
 is still significant. The novel's explicit attention to the pattern of
 figures, combined with the difference in intention behind those
 figures, suggests that meaning accrues even in the absence of
 progress. The Melbury-Grace-Fitzpiers class distinctions, so
 clearly delineated at the beginning of the novel, begin to blend.
 Melbury's superior financial position gives him precedence over
 Fitzpiers, and Grace's class position grows ever more questionable.
 Other figures are swapped in, tried on (Suke and Felice for Grace,
 and Giles for Fitzpiers), suggesting that this union of a cultivated
 man to a cultivated woman cannot sustain the specificity of those
 terms. The narrative drive of upward mobility is weakened as its
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 effects prove impermanent, its conclusions attenuated. Rather
 than a stoiy of progress or nostalgia, it ends, simply, as a story
 of cyclical return. The individual effort to improve is inevitable,
 and inevitably frustrated.
 The narrative of individual self-improvement is predicated on

 an understanding of nature and its cultivation that is considered
 and rejected by this rural novel. In the training and tilling of
 Hardy's cultivation, new supplants old supplants new: a cyclical
 narrative of return rather than progress. The novel retains both
 Grace and the reader in the frustrated telos of cultivation. By
 constructing this loop and undoing the linear narrative of upward
 mobility, the novel contains the reader in a circularity that crit-
 ics usually find to be part of Hardy's sense of doom.23 Without
 the closure afforded by the traditional ending of marriage, The
 Woodlcmders holds the reader in a kind of stasis. The language
 of self-improvement in the novel is ironically metaphorized with
 human attempts to change the texture of the natural world: cul-
 tivating, of course, but also refining, polishing, and varnishing.

 In depicting how surfaces are polished and effaced, The
 Woodlanders employs moments of self-conscious realist creation
 to show that it is the double formation of cultivation - not solely
 nature or culture, degeneration or improvement - that shapes
 individuals. Cultivation's cycle of doing and undoing means that
 any improvement is transitory, that any notion of essential na-
 ture is overcome by the enmeshment of culture. Hardy departs
 from the midcentury novel to cultivate a realist character that
 is located in its very failure. Nature cannot be understood apart
 from cultivation; the real cannot be understood without the dis-
 sembling forms of fiction.

 THE CULTIVATION OF REALISM

 Through the cycle of nature's cultivation and undoing, The
 Woodlanders exemplifies a realist credo based on the illusion that
 Hardy identifies at the heart of nineteenth-century realism: in
 order to portray nature, one must show the ways that it is culti-
 vated. Indeed, he defined realism as "an artificiality distilled from
 the fruits of closest observation."24 Realism, then, is a cultivation
 of observational techniques that seem natural only through their
 own artifice. A narrative without an originaiy sense of nature as-
 pires to a different representation of the real, one that attempts
 to fulfill Hardy's emerging sense of the relationship between ma-
 teriality and reality. Only days after completing The Woodlanders ,
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 Hardy recorded in his notebook, "I was thinking a night or two
 ago that people are somnambulists - that the material is not the
 real - only the visible, the real being invisible optically. That is
 because we are in a somnambulistic hallucination that we think

 the real to be what we see as real."25 This passage is often quoted
 when analyzing Hardy's artistic project as evidence of his turn
 away from a realism defined by its emphasis on surfaces as a
 vehicle for representing the real.26 Yeazell, for instance, explains
 Hardy's "rejection of realism" as imbricated in "giving precedence
 to the viewer rather than the material fullness of the world be-

 fore him."27 And certainly, we do see Hardy treating materiality
 as separate from the immaterial real. He does not eschew the
 meaning of materiality entirely, however, turning instead to show
 us how, in their cultivation, surfaces have much to tell us about
 the relationship between materiality and the spiritual real. Thus,
 surfaces are still a vehicle for representing the real in Hardy, but
 by way of their very separation.

 The critical responses have amplified Hardy's gap between
 materiality and the real, while missing what I see as Hardy's culti-
 vated realism, an insistence at once on the artificiality of surfaces
 and the ability of that artificiality to tell us something real. In The
 Woodlanders , the narrator explains: "Could the real have been
 beheld instead of the corporeal merely, the corner of the room in
 which he sat would have been filled with a form typical of anxious
 suspense, large-eyed, tight-lipped, awaiting the issue" (p. 163).
 While this is a passage typically cited to show that Hardy found the
 "corporeal merely" to be an insufficient means of demonstrating
 the real, I argue that this passage shows us the necessity of jux-
 taposing the material and the real, of writing that gap.28 Realism
 is, for Hardy, a cultivation of conventions that ultimately shows
 us how separated we are from what is real. Midcentuiy realism,
 by contrast, emphasizes material surfaces in order to insist on the
 material as natural, as real. Hardy exposes the material, however,
 as simply another surface to be cultivated and unmade. Hardy's
 end-of-century realism, I contend, represents the separation,
 rather than the conflation, of surfaces and the real. In doing so,
 it reveals the cultural power of seeming natural.

 We can see this cultivated realism in a highly orchestrated
 moment at the novel's conclusion, when Grace is almost caught
 in the man trap. Hardy begins to educate us in man traps early
 in the novel, when Felice shows Grace the collection at Hintock

 House. Their use for catching poachers gives added dimension
 to the subplot of Suke's affair with Fitzpiers and the jealousy of
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 Suke's fiancé, Tim Tangs. Hardy's dry, witty descriptions of the
 man trap show the naturalized force of culture. This particular
 man trap is the "leading lion or tiger" of ferocity beside the "sub-
 ordinate aspect of the bears, wild boars or wolves" that other man
 traps have, mocking the need of late-nineteenth-century culture to
 conceive of itself as advanced, progressed from an earlier, primitive
 version (p. 351). In her early glimpse of the traps, Grace describes
 them as relics of "a barbarous time happily past," a description
 that is interrogated when a man trap is produced again at the
 end of the novel (p. 59). The long-past "barbarous time" ended
 within living memory; the narrator relates, 'There were men at
 this time still living in Hintock who remembered when the gin
 and others like it were still in use" (p. 351). Culture's progress
 on this front is arrested by the man trap's durable materiality:
 "being made entirely of iron, they by no means disappeared"
 (p. 352). Still enticingly available, the man trap feeds Tim's desire
 for revenge against Fitzpiers and, in doing so, easily overcomes
 any so-called progress Hintock culture might have made.

 Once Tim places the man trap, the narrator carefully de-
 tails the scene, laying it out with visual precision, if narrative
 inelegance. "The position of things at that critical juncture was
 briefly as follows": Fitzpiers is positioned "[t]wo hundred yards
 to the right of the upper end of Tang's garden," and Grace is
 "about two hundred yards to the left" (p. 354). Between them
 lies "the diabolical trap, silent, open, ready" (p. 354). We are told
 that Fitzpiers was walking so rapidly that, "if they continued ad-
 vancing as they had begun, he would reach the trap a good half
 minute before she could reach the same spot" (p. 355). However,
 they chose a meeting spot that brings Fitzpiers up short of the
 trap. The circumstances that trap Grace rather than Fitzpiers
 are detailed and precise, down to the "half minute." This level of
 narrative detail suggests that something crucial, something "real"
 is going to be revealed to the reader in this scene. And, indeed,
 we are not disappointed: Fitzpiers finds Grace's skirt caught in
 the trap and, thinking his wife has been gravely injured, cries out
 in grief, "writhing and rocking himself over the sorry accessories
 of her he deplored" (p. 356). Grace is fine, having slipped out of
 her trapped skirt; she comes forward and cries, "Don't be grieved
 about me - don't, dear Edred!" and they are reunited (p. 356). It
 seems that, in this shock, they reveal their true emotions and
 end their separation.

 Before the evening is over, however, the novel concludes that
 their reunion is ill-fated, and these emotions will soon dissipate -
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 evidence that these material circumstances do not necessarily
 represent the spiritual real. Grace explains that the trap snapped
 only her skirt, "skewering its tissue in a score of places" (p. 355).
 The trap, a belated cultural artifact, pierces Grace's silk skirt,
 itself an artifact of her questionable cultivation. In this moment of
 highly wrought novelistic convention, we cannot escape culture.
 And the novel demands that we recognize this, that we accept
 this moment as not only convention but also as a commitment
 to the cultivated nature of realism. Hardy's fiction is full of these
 moments when materiality is pierced, rubbed, or punctured. The
 metaphors of polishing and effacing are only two of the many ways
 that materiality is dissolved, rubbed off, or marked by contact
 with others. This novel makes a world of surfaces, then effaces
 them. It is through that cycle of cultivation's doing and undoing
 that the novel maintains its most sustained meditation on how

 to write the reality of an obdurately created world.29 Ten years
 before he wrote The Woodlanders , Hardy wrote, "An object or
 mark raised or made by man on a scene is worth ten times any
 such formed by unconscious Nature. Hence clouds, mists, and
 mountains are unimportant beside the wear on a threshold, or
 the print of hand."30 For Hardy, writing reality at the end of the
 nineteenth century means writing neither exclusively materiality
 nor something that lies outside it, neither nature nor culture. It
 is the making and unmaking, the material undone, that gives
 us the best understanding of Hardy's realism. In other words,
 cultivation's cycle of doing and undoing provides not just a form
 for the novel, it gives us a model for writing the real.

 The novel maintains that the most natural, most essential
 part of the subject is the attempt to cultivate - and cultivation's
 inevitable undoing. Grace and Fitzpiers's reunion seems to be a
 revelation of natural emotion in the face of extreme circumstance,
 but it is really just a reunion due to circumstance, coincidence,
 and timing - the novelist's craft. Individual marks on the world
 are slight, but their accretion becomes the story of a culture, a
 story that we naturalize, and to which we give significance as if it
 were a fact of nature, human or otherwise. When Grace escapes
 the man trap, she exclaims that "there has been an Eye watch-
 ing over us to-night, and we should be thankful indeed!" (p. 357).
 She attributes her luck in escaping the man trap to fate or God,
 but Fitzpiers is more discerning of the situation, adeptly turning
 this "Eye" around when he tells Grace that her father will figure
 out her whereabouts, as "somebody has seen me for certain"
 (p. 359). Nothing celestial or spiritual watches over Grace - merely
 the human eyes of her community of lurkers.
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 The individual is inextricably enmeshed in culture, even in
 the secluded woodland spot where Grace and Fitzpiers arrange
 to meet. At the end of the nineteenth century, Hardy intimates,
 realism must point to the inescapability of surfaces, of culture,
 rather than seeing surfaces as a vehicle for the real. These are not
 vehicles for representing the real; rather, they are both material
 reality and signs of how radically separated humans have become
 from Hardy's notion of the spiritual real. Grace's skirt caught in
 the man trap is real, but it also signifies our misinterpretation
 of the meaning of material artifacts. This novel cautions us that
 there is already no rural retreat, no nature to which we can re-
 turn. And yet the modern notion of improvement, of exceeding
 nature, is hopelessly tied to that myth. Grace and Fitzpiers meet
 in the woods "to escape the unpleasantness of being watched
 or listened to by lurkers - naturally curious by reason of their
 strained relations" (p. 355). This sentence's confused pronouns tie
 the individuals ever more tightly to their community: the lurkers
 are "naturally curious by reason of their strained relations," where
 "their" is meant to refer to Fitzpiers and Grace's strained relations
 but might equally well refer to the couple's strained relations with
 the lurkers. The woods, natural and cultivated, are permeated
 by watching eyes; there is no nature to which one might escape.

 By insisting that subjects always exist only in communities,
 Hardy updates rural nostalgia for a modern, spectacular era.
 But he also evades those categories altogether, showing how
 observational dynamics predate modernity and how nostalgia is,
 itself, thoroughly modern. To be a subject in the world, this novel
 suggests, means enduring the moments when "the eyes of a mul-
 titude continuously beat like waves" while still finding "the still
 water of privacy" (p. 11). That negotiation plays out when Melbury
 searches frantically for Grace after finding the man trap with its
 bits of Grace's skirt in its jaws. Fearing the worst, he comes upon
 a woodman who had seen Grace and Fitzpiers:

 "Was he clutching her tight?" said Melbury.
 "Well - rather," said the man.
 "Did she walk lame?"

 "Well 'tis true her head hung over towards him a bit"
 (p. 360).

 The dark humor of this passage is that the signs of affection
 that Fitzpiers and Grace exhibit - his arm around her, her head
 inclined toward him - are the same signs that Melbury looks
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 for as evidence of Grace's injury. She may well be trapped, the
 woodsman's answers imply to the reader, but not in the way that
 Melbury suspects. Hardy's realism ultimately strives for a sense
 of awareness of oneself as a subject: awareness of the ironies of
 cultivation, of the ephemerality of improvement, and of the cul-
 tivated nature of all subjecthood. Culture and community will
 never be enough, but it is what we have.

 This novel of return ends as it begins, with the conspicuously
 "whitey-brown" woodlanders. But Melbury' s class anxieties have
 only multiplied, not been assuaged. When Melbury - and the
 search party that he has raised - find the missing Grace, she is
 secretly reunited with Fitzpiers, not harmed as Melbury feared.
 He is still embarrassed by the "inquiring faces and whitey-brown
 clothes" of the woodlanders, but that embarrassment is overlain
 by a second, painful consciousness that the woodlanders perceive
 the failure of Grace's cultivation (p. 362). He wants to erase Grace
 from the notice of the "whitey-brown" woodlanders as much or
 even more than he wanted to erase the "whitey-brown" from
 Grace's gaze at the beginning of the novel. Melbury, the uncul-
 tivated, self-made cultivator of timber as well as his daughter,
 embodies the ironies and temptations of cultivation. He cannot
 help but identify with the improvements he attributes to Grace,
 yet he cannot shake his concurrent awareness that these are not
 his improvements to claim. Melbury exudes the tension between
 the modern discourse of cultivation as individual self-fashioning
 and the agricultural meanings of the word. The Woodlanders
 employs the double-edged promise of cultivation - you will reap
 what you sow - to convey the artifice of nature and the necessity
 of that artifice to realism.

 NOTES

 I am grateful to Sarah Alexander, Kristie Allen, Rachel Sagner Buurma,
 Kate Flint, Jonah Siegel, and Tim Spurgin for reading versions of this article.

 1 Nancy Armstrong, How Novels Think: The Limits of British Individualism
 from 1719-1900 (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 2005), p. 4.

 2 Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders, ed. Patricia Ingham, Penguin Classics
 (London: Penguin, 1998), p. 155. Subsequent references to The Woodlanders
 are from this edition and will appear parenthetically in the text.

 3 Amanda Anderson, The Powers of Distance: Cosmopolitanism and the
 Cultivation of Detachment (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton Univ. Press, 2001),
 p. 20. See also David Wayne Thomas, Cultivating Victorians: Liberal Culture
 and the Aesthetic (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), pp. 3-48.

 4 Anderson, p. 20.
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 5 Here Hardy anticipates present-day critics, such as Elaine Hadley,
 who label Victorian liberalism a "fantasy of abstractly embodied agency, of a
 cultivated self' ("'On a Darkling Plain': Victorian Liberalism and the Fantasy
 of Agency," VSIJ 48, 1 [Autumn 2005]: 92-102, 99).
 6 Peter J. Casagrande, Unity in Hardy's Novels : "Repetitive Symmetries "

 (Lawrence: Regents Press of Kansas, 1982), p. 145.
 7 Mary Jacobus, "Tree and Machine: The Woodlanders, " in Critical Ap-

 proaches to the Fiction of Thomas Hardy, ed. Dale Kramer (London and Bas-
 ingstoke: Macmillan, 1979), pp. 116-34, 116.

 8 Hardy, The Life and Work of Thomas Hardy, ed. Michael Millgate (Lon-
 don: Macmillan, 1984), p. 182.

 9 M. Conedara, P. Krebs, W. Tinner, M. Pradella, and D. Torriani, "The
 Cultivation of Castenea Sativa (Mill.) in Europe, from Its Origin to Its Dif-
 fusion on a Continental Scale," Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 13
 (2004): 161-79, 170.

 10 James Buzard, Disorienting Fiction: The Autoethnographic Work of
 Nineteenth-Century British Novels (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton Univ.
 Press, 2005), p. 12.

 11 Buzard, p. 26.
 12 Ruth Bernard Yeazell, Art of the Everyday: Dutch Painting and the

 Realist Novel (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton Univ. Press, 2008), p. 160.
 13 George Levine, The Realistic Imagination: English Fiction from Fran-

 kenstein to Lady Chatterley (Chicago and London: Univ. of Chicago Press,
 1981), p. 234.

 14 In this way, Hardy's cultivation is different from Michel Foucault's
 "care of the self," which relies on self-conscious practice. Cultivation in The
 Woodlanders participates in both parts of Foucault's chronology: the writing
 and study that are part of the ancient dictum "take care of yourself," but also
 the complicated mixture of self-renunciation and relations with others that
 characterizes the later Christian and secular belief "know thyselF ('Technolo-
 gies of the Self," in Technologies of the Self : A Seminar with Michel Foucault,
 ed. Luther H. Martin, Huck Gutman, and Patrick H. Hutton [Amherst: Univ.
 of Massachusetts Press, 1988], pp. 16-49, 22).

 15 Raymond Williams, Keywords : A Vocabulary of Culture and Society,
 rev. edn. (1976; rprt. New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1985), p. 87.

 16 Williams, p. 90.
 17 J. Geraint Jenkins, 'Traditional Designs in Some Modern Farm Tools,"

 Man 65 (March-April 1965): 43-5, 44.
 18 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, ed. J. Dover Wilson, Landmarks

 in the History of Education (1932; rprt. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
 1960), pp. 70 and 7. Williams also discusses the "folk culture" that devel-
 oped in the nineteenth century "to attack what was seen as the 'mechanical'
 character of the new civilization then emerging" (p. 89).

 19 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction : A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste,
 trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1984), p. 71.

 20 William A. Cohen, "Faciality and Sensation in Hardy's The Return of
 the Native," PMLA 121, 2 (March 2006): 437-52, 440.

 21 OED, 2d edn., s.v. "polish," 3.
 22 Margaret Mahar argues that Hardy's nonprogressive novel form eventu-

 ally fueled his turn to poetry as an escape, as he found the novel "increas-
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 ingly sterile as he attempted to fill - or fulfill - the demands of narrative form"
 ("Hardy's Poetry of Renunciation," ELH 45, 2 [Summer 1978]: 303-24, 304).

 23 For critics who find circularity to be a part of Hardy's sense of doom,
 see Casagrande; Linda M. Shires, "The Radical Aesthetic of Tess of the
 d'Urbervilles ," in The Cambridge Companion to Thomas Hardy , ed. Dale Kramer
 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999), pp. 145-63; and G. W. Sherman,
 The Pessimism of Thomas Hardy (London: Associated Univ. Presses, 1976).

 24 Hardy, "The Science of Fiction," The New Review 4, 23 (April 1891):
 315-9, 317.

 25 Thomas Hardy and Florence Hardy, Thomas Hardy , ed. Michael Irwin
 (Ware, Hertfordshire UK: Macmillan, 2007), p. 191. First published in 1928
 and 1 930 as The Early Life of Thomas Hardy, 1 840-1 891 and The Later Years
 of Thomas Hardy, 1892-1928.

 26 For critical discussions of this passage from Hardy's notebooks in
 representations of the read, see Tim Armstrong, Haunted Hardy: Poetry,
 History, Memory (Basingstoke UK: Palgrave, 2000), p. 33; Tim Dolin, "On
 Hardy's Realising, Again," in Literature as History : Essays in Honour of Peter
 Widdowson , ed. Simon Barker and Jo Gill (London: Continuum International
 Publishing Group, 2010), p. 48; and Jeremy V. Steele, "Plato and the Love
 Goddess: Paganism in Two Versions of The Well-Beloved ," in Thomas Hardy
 Reappraised: Essays in Honour of Michael Mitigate, ed. Keith Wilson (Toronto:
 Univ. of Toronto Press, 2006), p. 201.

 27Yeazell, pp. 160 and 159.
 28 Critics who quote this passage to demonstrate the insufficiency of ma-

 teriality for Hardy include Yeazell, p. 159; Irwin, "Maps of Fictional Space,"
 in Literature and Place, 1800-2000 , ed. Peter Brown and Irwin (Bern: Peter
 Lang, 2006), p. 47; and Phillip Malleh, Thomas Hardy : Texts and Contexts
 (Basingstoke UK: Palgrave, 2002), pp. xviii-xix.

 29 Elaine Scarry writes evocatively of this quality of Hardy's work in "Work
 and the Body in Hardy and Other Nineteenth-Century Novelists," Representa-
 tions 3 (Summer 1983): 90-123, 105.

 30 Hardy, Life and Work , p. 120.
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